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People's Republic
CHERUB agents are all seventeen and under. They wear skate tees and hemp, and look like regular kids. But they're not.
They are trained professionals who are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists and international drug dealers. CHERUB
agents hack into computers, bug entire houses, and download crucial documents. It is a highly dangerous job. For their
safety, these agents DO NOT EXIST. James is on his most daring mission yet: to smack down the world's most powerful drug
lord. It means hitting the streets, where the dealers work. It's a vicious business. But James is going to take it downfrom the
top.

CHERUB Collection Books 1–6
Sean Harker is good at two things: stealing cars and fighting. One earns him money, the other earns him respect from the
gang that he calls family. A police chase through the city streets is just another rite of passage for Sean . . . as is getting
nicked. But a brutal event behind bars convinces him to take charge, and turn his life around. Now he must put his street
skills to the ultimate test: as a soldier in the British Army. And the battlefield is London, where innocent people are being
targeted by a new and terrifying enemy. Undercover, under threat - only Sean Harker can save the streets from all-out war.

CHERUB VOL 2, Book 2
In 2007 Goth Sophie Lancaster was murdered just for looking different - inspired by her story, HATE is a hard-hitting real-life
thriller about friendship, courage, loss, forgiveness and about our society and communities.

Shadow Wave
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BEFORE THE MAN BECAME THE LEGEND. BEFORE THE BOY BECAME THE MAN. The explosive action continues in Steve
Cole's second Young Bond adventure . . . James's Cuban holiday has become a nightmare mission to save an old friend from
a villain who has perfected 1,000 ways to kill. With corrupt cops and hired assassins hot on his heels, James must travel
through Havana and brave Caribbean waters to stop a countdown to mass murder. Fates will be decided with the flip of a
coin. Heads or tails. Live or die. Books in the series 1: SHOOT TO KILL 2: HEADS YOU DIE

The Sleepwalker
Twelve-year-old Ryan, the new recruit to kid spy organization CHERUB, is tasked with infiltrating a criminal empire by
befriending the leader's grandson, unaware that his first mission will turn into one of the biggest in CHERUB's history.

Maximum Security
An undercover teen agent discovers the ups and downs of espionage in the first six books of the CHERUB series, which Rick
Riordan says has “plenty of action”—now available together in a collectible boxed set! CHERUB agents are highly trained,
extremely talented—and all under the age of seventeen. For official purposes, these agents do not exist. It is a tough job,
but these agents have one crucial advantage: adults never suspect that teens are spying on them. Follow James through his
training and his action-packed missions as he learns what it means to be a true CHERUB agent. This action packed boxed
set includes The Recruit, The Dealer, Maximum Security, The Killing, Divine Madness, and Man vs. Beast.

Brigands M.C.
It's the last day of term. Three lads are clearing out their lockers, organising a sleepover and hatching a plan to spatter a
girl with rancid coleslaw. But things aren't what they seem. One boy's father is a member of Dark Sun, a criminal
organisation dealing in nuclear weapons technology, while another is a CHERUB agent sent to stop him. CHERUB kids live in
the real world, slipping under adult radar and getting information that sends criminals and terrorists to jail. For official
purposes, these children do not exist.

Dark Sun
Ryan has saved Ethan's life more than once. Ethan thinks he must be a guardian angel. But Ryan works for CHERUB, a
secret organisation with one key advantage: even experienced criminals never suspect that children are spying on them.
Ethan's family runs a billion-dollar criminal empire and Ryan's job is to destroy it. Can Ryan complete his mission without
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destroying Ethan as well? For official purposes, these children do not exist.

Mad Dogs
Tasked with protecting a corrupt island governor and his family as his last CHERUB mission, James is upset and meets up
with retired colleague Kyle who offers him another plan, testing James' loyalty.

Street Soldier
Two kids, one band, one crucial audition. Noah's a natural on the guitar, and he'd give anything to get through the Rock
War audition. But when he betrays his best friend to join another band, he knows he's crossed the line. Will he risk their
friendship for the sake of musical stardom?

Rock War
CHERUB agents are all seventeen and under. They wear skate tees and hemp, and look like regular kids. But they're not.
They are trained professionals who are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists and international drug dealers. CHERUB
agents hack into computers, bug entire houses, and download crucial documents. It is a highly dangerous job. For their
safety, these agents DO NOT EXIST. When CHERUB uncovers a link between eco-terrorist group Help Earth and a wealthy
religious cult known as The Survivors, James is sent to their isolated outback headquarters on an infiltration mission. It's a
thousand kilometers to the closest town, and James is under massive pressure from the cult's brainwashing techniques. This
time he's not just fighting terrorists. He's got to battle for his own mind.

Hate
When a new radical animal protection group argues that it is right to kill or threaten one human in order to save the lives of
many animals, James and the other agents must try to stop the group from completing a violent mission.

I Am the Mission
An undercover teen agent discovers the ups and downs of espionage in all twelve books of the CHERUB series, which Rick
Riordan says has “plenty of action”—now available together in a collectible paperback boxed set! CHERUB agents are
highly trained, extremely talented—and all under the age of seventeen. For official purposes, these agents do not exist. It is
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a tough job, but these agents have one crucial advantage: adults never suspect that teens are spying on them. Follow
James through his training and his action-packed missions as he learns what it means to be a true CHERUB agent. This
action-packed boxed set includes: The Recruit The Dealer Maximum Security The Killing Divine Madness Man vs. Beast The
Fall Mad Dogs The Sleepwalker The General Brigands M.C. Shadow Wave

The Killing
CHERUB agents are all seventeen and under. They wear skate tees and hemp, and look like regular kids. But they're not.
They are trained professionals who are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists and international drug dealers. CHERUB
agents hack into computers, bug entire houses, and download crucial documents. It is a highly dangerous job. For their
safety, these agents DO NOT EXIST. Two hundred eighty child criminals live in the sunbaked desert prison Arizona Max. One
of them is the son of a weapons dealer who has been selling U.S. missiles to terrorists. If CHERUB can get the kid, they can
get the parent. Over the years, CHERUB has put plenty of criminals behind bars. Now, for the first time ever, they've got to
break one out.

The Recruit
Maximum Security tells the stories of the world's harshest prisons, and the people on either side of the locked door. From
Alcatraz and Devil's Island to La Santé, France and Boscobel, USA 'supermax', this book is about the eternal cat and mouse
game played out between convicts and the warders who try to keep them behind the four tall walls of 'the Big House'.
These pages are packed with accounts of repressive prison regimes and the people who fight against them, the vicious
hierarchies that operate within the prison population, what it's like to be on Death Row, riots and hostage-taking, violent
abuse by both guards and inmates, plus daring escapes against the odds. From institutional corruption and sadistic
punishments to drug smuggling and prisoner murder, Maximum Security lets you peer between the cell bars into a hidden
world of crime and punishment.

Black Friday
The fifteenth title in the number one bestselling CHERUB series! Ryan is about to board a plane, knowing that the next
twenty-four hours will change everything. His mission is to stop the biggest terrorist attack America's ever seen. Ryan works
for CHERUB, a secret organisation with one key advantage: even a trained terrorist won't suspect that a teenager is spying
on them. For official purposes, these children do not exist.
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Man Vs. Beast
'It isn't easy to change the world but you've got to keep trying.' From London . . . Georgia gets straight As at school, has
been placed first in twenty-six drone races and has a serious addiction to buying Japanese stationery. She plans to follow
her older sister Sophie and become a doctor, but her worldview is shattered when tragedy strikes. To Akure . . . Julius lives
in Ondo, a Nigerian state where half the population lives on less than a dollar a day. But he isn't one of them. His uncle has
been state governor for more than a decade and his mother is the power behind that throne. He finds refuge in a derelict
zoo with best friend Duke, but as the two of them grow close, the world outside becomes more and more hostile. Following
two teenagers living very different lives, ARCTIC ZOO is an arresting thriller about protest, sexuality, mental heath and
flawed leadership, from the bestselling author of CHERUB.

The General
He was the perfect assassin. Boy Nobody: No name. No past. No remorse. At least until he began to ask questions and
challenge his orders -- until he fell in love with his target. Now The Program is worried that its valuable soldier has become a
liability. Boy Nobody, haunted by the outcome of his last assignment, is given a new mission. A test of sorts. A chance to
show his loyalty. His objective: Take out Eugene Moore, the owner of a military training and indoctrination camp for
teenagers. One target. Limited time frame. Public place. It sounds simple, but a previous operative couldn't do it. He lost
the mission and is presumed dead. Boy Nobody is confident he can finish the job. Quickly. But when things go awry, Boy
Nobody finds himself lost in a mission where nothing is as it seems: not The Program, his allegiances, or the truth. The
riveting second book in The Unknown Assassin series by Allen Zadoff delivers heart-pounding action and thought-provoking
characters, as well as a new, exotic setting; a new mission; and new secrets to be revealed.

Eagle Day
Gang warfare gets gruesome in the eighth book of the CHERUB series, which Rick Riordan says has “plenty of action.”
CHERUB agents are highly trained, extremely talented—and all under the age of seventeen. For official purposes, these
agents do not exist. They are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists, hack into crucial documents, and gather intel on
global threats—all without gadgets or weapons. It is an extremely dangerous job, but these agents have one crucial
advantage: Adults never suspect that teens are spying on them. In Mad Dogs, the British underworld is controlled by gangs.
When two of them start a turf war, violence explodes onto the streets. The police need information fast, and James has the
contacts to infiltrate the most dangerous gang of all…
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The Ultimate Teen Book Guide
Covering such genres as fantasy, horror, chick lit, graphic novels, sci-fi, and mystery, an all-encompassing, must-have
resource profiles more than 700 of the best books for teens, from the classics to the latest bestsellers. Simultaneous.

CHERUB Complete Collection Books 1-12
Teen special agents James and Lauren travel to the US in the tenth book of the CHERUB series, which Rick Riordan says has
“plenty of action.” CHERUB agents are highly trained, extremely talented—and all under the age of seventeen. For official
purposes, these agents do not exist. They are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists, hack into crucial documents, and
gather intel on global threats—all without gadgets or weapons. It is an extremely dangerous job, but these agents have one
crucial advantage: Adults never suspect that teens are spying on them. In The General, James and Lauren travel to America
to help train the army. And while they’re there, they get into a little trouble in Las Vegas. What happens in Vegas, stays in
Vegas…right?

The Fall
In this handsomely packaged CHERUB boxed set, an undercover teen agent learns the ups and downs of espionage.
CHERUB agents are highly trained, extremely talented—and all under the age of seventeen. For official purposes, these
agents do not exist. They are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists, hack into crucial documents, and gather intel on
global threats—all without gadgets or weapons. It is an extremely dangerous job, but these agents have one crucial
advantage: Adults never suspect that teens are spying on them. This boxed set collects the first three books in the CHERUB
series: The Recruit, The Dealer, and Maximum Security. Follow James, the newest CHERUB recruit, as he survives one
hundred grueling days of basic training, attempts to take down the world’s most powerful drug lord, infiltrates an Arizona
prison, and learns what it means to be a true CHERUB agent.

CHERUB: Maximum Security
CHERUB agents are all seventeen and under. They wear skate tees and hemp, and look like regular kids. But they're not.
They are trained professionals who are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists and international drug dealers. CHERUB
agents hack into computers, bug entire houses, and download crucial documents. It is a highly dangerous job. For their
safety, these agents DO NOT EXIST. Leona is a small-time crook with big money. When the cops call in CHERUB, James's
mission looks entirely routine: make nice with Leon's kids, dig up some leads, and infiltrate his home. But when James
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suddenly unravels a much larger plot, the mission becomes anything but ordinary. Unfortunately, the only person who
might know the truth is a reclusive eighteen-year-old boy -- who happens to have died more than a year ago.

Cherub
Sent on a mission to stop the largest terrorist plot ever orchestrated, Ryan, a member of the secret organization CHERUB,
plans a high-stakes counter-defense that depends for its success on his youthful appearance and his agency's official nonexistence.

Robin Hood: Hacking, Heists & Flaming Arrows
An airliner explodes over the Atlantic leaving 345 people dead. Crash investigators suspect terrorism, but they're getting
nowhere. A distressed 12-year-old calls a police hotline and blames his father for the explosion. It could be a breakthrough,
but there's no hard evidence.

Young Bond: Heads You Die
Over the years, CHERUB has put plenty of criminals behind bars. Now, for the first time ever, they've got to break one out
Under American law, kids convicted of serious crimes can be sentenced as adults. Two hundred and eighty of these child
criminals live in the sunbaked desert prison of Arizona Max. In one of the most dangerous CHERUB missions ever, James
Adams has to go undercover inside Arizona Max, befriend an inmate and then bust him out. CHERUB kids are trained
professionals, working in everyday situations. Their essential advantage: adults never suspect that children are spying on
them. For official purposes, these children do not exist.

Secret Army
Olivia (Vee), is now captain of her own spaceship, an Explorer Vessel which set out seven years earlier on a deep space
mission. She and her twin brother Aidan are heading alone back to Earth following the virus that wiped out the rest of the
ship in its entirety three years earlier âe" including their parents. Nathan is part of a community heading in the opposite
direction. A violent war is spreading through space so theyâe(tm)re heading for a peaceful patch from where they will plan
an uprising. But on their journey, Nathanâe(tm)s ship is attacked and most of the community killed. Only a few survive,
thanks to Vee and Aidan, who rescue them, bringing them on board their ship. Nathan and Vee are instantly attracted to
each other, and in the midst of all the dramas and hostilities of this newly occupied ship, they fall head-over-heels in love.
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But not everyone is happy with their relationship. Someone is sowing rumours of Nathanâe(tm)s infidelity, Veeâe(tm)s
flaws, and putting the lives of everybody on board at risk . . .

Black Friday
When an MI5 operation goes disastrously wrong, teen CHERUB agent James tests the limits of his skills to escape Russia
alive, while his sister Lauren undertakes a first solo mission to stop a brutal human trafficking operation. By the author of
Divine Madness.

Rock War
Ryan Sharma is a CHERUB agent. Working undercover, he can slip under adult radar and get information that sends
criminals and terrorists to jail. Now he's investigating a double kidnapping, working with mission controller James Adams. In
the mission to end all missions, Ryan and James must assemble a team of legendary CHERUB agents to find the hostages
and bring them home The last and most exciting ever title in the bestselling CHERUB series.

Chasing the Stars
Jay, Summer, Dylan and their bands are headed for boot camp at uber-glamorous Rock War Manor. It's going to be six
weeks of mates, music and non-stop partying as they prepare for stardom. But the rock-star life of music festivals and glitzy
premieres isn't all it's cracked up to be. Can the bands hold it together long enough to make it through the last stage of the
competition, or will there be meltdown? The second book in this spectacular series by the bestselling Robert Muchamore,
author of CHERUB.

Divine Madness
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online.
Pages: 27. Chapters: CHERUB characters, CHERUB novels, James Adams, List of CHERUB characters, Lauren Adams, List of
CHERUB agents, The Recruit, Kyle Blueman, Robert Muchamore, Shadow Wave, The Sleepwalker, Brigands M.C., Maximum
Security, The Killing, Class A, Divine Madness, The General, The Fall, Greg Rathbone, Dark Sun, Mad Dogs, Man vs Beast,
Amy Collins, Kerry Chang. Excerpt: James Robert Anthony Adams is the main character of the CHERUB series by British
author Robert Muchamore. With the name of James Robert Choke in Tufnell Park, London on October 23, 1991. Originally,
he lived with his mother, Gwen Choke, who ran the largest shoplifting empire in North London. James didn't know the
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identity of his father though is revealed that he is a maths professor in a deleted scene in CHERUB: Divine Madness. This
can be found on the CHERUB website as well as at the end of the book CHERUB: Shadow Wave. When he was three years
old, his mother gave birth to a daughter, his half-sister, Lauren Zoe Onions also known as Lauren Adams. His Mum married
Lauren's father, Ron Onions, who was abusive to James and described in Cherub: The Recruit, as being like a loud, smelly
rug. However, when Lauren was young, Ron moved away. Their Mum later died because of drinking alcohol whilst being on
pain medication, leaving Lauren with her father and James in a children's home, because Ron didn't want him, he didn't
really even want Lauren. James Adams is described as being well built, with blue eyes, and blond hair, and being over 6 feet
tall (by the beginning of The General) and stocky build. He has been known to acquire weight easily, due to his tendency to
not care about what he is eating and lack of enthusiasm towards exercise. James easily gets girlfriends on missions and on
campus due to his good looks. James has an IQ of 152, and his prowess at maths

The Dealer
Meet Jay. Summer. And Dylan. Jay plays guitar, writes songs and dreams of being a rock star. But his ambitions are stifled
by seven siblings and a terrible drummer. Summer works hard at school, looks after her nan and has a one-in-a-million
singing voice. But can her talent triumph over her nerves? Dylan is happiest lying on his bunk smoking, but his school rugby
coach has other ideas, and Dylan reluctantly joins a band to avoid crunching tackles and icy mud. They're about to enter
the biggest battle of their lives. And there's everything to play for. A spectacular start to the new series from Robert
Muchamore, bestselling author of CHERUB - read on with Rock War: The Audition, a story especially written for World Book
Day.

CHERUB
Late summer, 1940. Hitler has conquered France. Now he intends to cross the Channel and defeat Britain before winter
arrives. A group of young refugees led by British spy Charles Henderson faces a stark choice. To head south into the safety
of neutral Spain, or go north on a risky mission to sabotage the German invasion plans. For official purposes, these children
do not exist.

Maximum Security
In order to contact his parent, an illegal weapons dealer, CHERUB comes up with a plan to break the son out of his
maximum security prison, but the plan is complicated and will require all their collective skills.
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Maximum Security
Every CHERUB agent comes from somewhere. Dante Scott still has nightmares about the death of his family, brutally
murdered by a biker gang. Dante is given the chance to become a member of CHERUB, a trained professional with one
essential advantage: adults never suspect that children are spying on them. But when Dante joins James and Lauren Adams
on a mission to infiltrate Brigands Motorcycle Club, he's ready to use everything he's learned to get revenge on the people
who killed his family!

Arctic Zoo
Britain, 1941. The government is building a secret army of intelligence agents to work undercover, gathering information
and planning sabotage operations. Henderson's boys are part of that network: kids cut adrift by the war, training for the
fight of their lives. They'll have to parachute into unknown territory, travel cross-country and outsmart a bunch of adults in
a daredevil exercise. In wartime Britain, anything goes.

Boot Camp
The sixteenth title in the number one bestselling CHERUB series! Fay has spent eighteen months locked up in a Secure
Training Centre. Drug deals and rip-offs are the only things this teenager knows. Now she's back on the street, looking to
settle old scores. CHERUB agents Ryan and Ning need Fay's knowledge to unearth a major drug importer. They're trained
professionals with one essential advantage: even experienced criminals never suspect that children are spying on them.
But Fay's made a lot of enemies and she's running out of time For official purposes, these children do not exist.

Lone Wolf
In this action-packed CHERUB novel, two siblings on separate special agent missions both end up in deadly danger. CHERUB
agents are all seventeen and under. They wear skate tees and hemp, and look like regular kids. But they're not. They are
trained professionals who are sent out on missions to spy on terrorists and international drug dealers. CHERUB agents hack
into computers, bug entire houses, and download crucial documents. It is a highly dangerous job. For their safety, these
agents DO NOT EXIST. James is the latest CHERUB recruit. He and his sister were recently orphaned, and James has been in
a lot of trouble. But he is brilliant in math. And CHERUB needs him. After one hundred days, the grueling training period is
over. But the adventure has just begun.
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New Guard
Brand-new action-packed series from international bestseller Robert Muchamore.

CHERUB: Dark Sun
It's the last day of term. Three lads are clearing out their lockers and organising a sleepover. But things aren't what they
seem. One boy's father is a member of Dark Sun, a criminal organisation dealing in nuclear weapons technology, while
another is a CHERUB agent sent to stop him.
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